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Overview

Information Security
Architecture

information systems security evaluation models

security capabilities of information systems

access control mechanisms

ability to distinguish between subjects and
objects and make appropriate decisions
about their interaction

Fundamental control is the ability to
assign identifiers to both subjects and
objects and authenticate subjects before
access is granted

complete mediation is when no subject
can gain access to any object without
authorization

The reference monitor examines all
attempts by subjects to access objects

Security kernel database stores access
control lists and logs its decision into a
secure audit log

Secure memory management

memory and storage of the most
important resources in a computing
system

Most computer systems memory is used
by subjects running a process bread as
well as objects such as data storage
sharing a common pool of memory
leading up to the system whereareas of
memory will be used for storage only

Why buffer overflows are so successful

Why architects must keep subjects
isolated from objects and from each other
using

Processor states

Layering

Data hiding

address space layout randomization (ASLR)

randomly arranging the position of data
areas in memory to protect against
hardcoded values malware and viruses

Processor states

Layering

process isolation

data hiding

Abstraction

cryptographic protections

Prevents data from being disclosed
inappropriately

trusted platform module (TPM)

Specialized crypto processor providing for
the secure generation use and storage of
cryptographic keys

Each TPM is unique thus it may be used
to provide hardware authentication using
keys

host firewalls and intrusion prevention

while normally associated with network
partitioning and enforcement of security
zones of control they can also be used to
protect individual host from attack

Traffic

Traffic can be controlled to them from a
particular system using software and
hardware-based firewalls

Blocking access to a host by using
host intrusion prevention to validate network traffic

Further blocks execution

audit and monitoring controls

Virtualization

Virtual machines typically isolated in a
sandbox environment permitting quick
removal and shutdown and replacement
via another virtual machine

Virtual machines have limited access to
hardware resources

this protects the host system and other
virtual machines

Require strong configuration management
control and versioning

Has same requirements of
hardware-based systems

anti-malware

encryption

HIDS

Firewalls

Patching

Because of this systems with consistent
high resource utilization may not benefit
through virtualization

website virtualization-based attacks
http://www.kb.cert.org/vuls/id/649219

vulnerabilities and security architectures

Technology and process integration

Single Point of Failure SPOF

Client-based vulnerabilities

Consider the following options when
defining mobile device security
architecture

Server-based vulnerabilities

consider the following when designing
server security architecture

Assess how remote access will be
established to the server

determine the most secure way to access
the server for admin and changes

Consider out of band communications
such as separate networks for admin of
large groups or servers

Multi factor authentication including one time padsprevents brute force attacksand key logging

assessing whether built-in remote access
services are secure or should be disabled

Assess how configuration management will be done

Identify individuals and groups
responsible for change management

Ensure capability to monitor and pass the server

Identify vulnerability management
capability or recommend scanning and
tracking solution

configure planned deployment of updating
code or new versions of software on the
server

Review development lifecycle including

Review business continuity requirements
and ensure architecture includes

backups

Fail oversights

Notification processes

Data flow control

Database security

Software and System Vuylnerailities and Threats

Vulnerabilities in Mobile Systems

Vulnerabilities in Embedded Devices and
Cyber Physical Systems

Cryptography - Application and Use

mathematical algorithms and data
transformations to ensure confidentiality,
integrity and authentication

History

emerging technology

core information security principles

Additional features of cryptographic systems

The cryptographic lifecycle

Public-key infrastructure PKI

Key management processes

Digital signatures

Digital rights management

Non-repudiation

Hashing

Methods of cryptanalytic attacks

Site and facility design considerations

Site planning

design and implement facility security

Implementation and operation of facilities security

Physical Security

ZZZ questions
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